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SEPERAC UBE FINAL REVIEW OUTLINE
(BASED ON THE UBE MASTER HIGH PRIORITY CATEGORIES ONLY)

FEBRUARY 2018 UBE EXAM
RELEASE DATE: FEBRUARY 1, 2018

While there are 364 testable MBE/MEE categories according to the 2018 NCBE Subject Matter outline, this
outline contains only 142 of them. This FINAL REVIEW outline basically consists of the most important parts
of the UBE MASTER outline. It is intended for subscribers who don’t have the time to study the entire UBE
MASTER outline or who are looking to do a final review of the most important topics for the February 2018
MBE/MEE. I expect the content in this outline to account for 55%-65% of your total February 2018 UBE score.
Following is my advice on how best to utilize this final review outline:

(1) If you are studying full time (8-9 hours per day for 6-7 days per week), then you should follow the study-
time recommendations for each category (e.g. study 3x a week, 2x a week, 1x a week, 1x every two weeks, or
1x every month) for optimally efficient study. If you are studying part-time (or you are using this material only
to supplement your full-bar review), you should adjust the study-time proportionally. The majority of your
remaining study time should be spent on answering and reviewing MBE practice questions.

(2) When you are reviewing the black letter law sections, pay special attention to the yellow highlighted text.
The 250+ yellow highlighted sections identify the topics/areas I believe will be tested on the upcoming February
2018 UBE. I strongly suggest that you devote extra time to studying the highlighted areas versus the non-
highlighted areas. For example, after the J17 exam, one subscriber told me: "Your yellow highlighting was very
close to the mark. Incredible." This foreign examinee passed with an MBE of 174.1 and a UBE score of 318.

(3) Make sure to read and understand every single HYPO. These hypotheticals are detailed examples that are
separately identified and appear in yellow boxes with the prefix HYPO. The HYPOs serve as excellent
examples of how the legal principles may be tested on the upcoming February 2018 exam and it will serve you
well to be intimately familiar with them.

(4) Learn the built-in MBE rules. This outline contains MBE rules for the NCBE OPE questions released
between 2006-2017. For each released NCBE MBE question from 2006 to present that was tested on that
category, there is an MBE rule I wrote that synopsizes the legal issue being tested in that question. These rules
are the most important MBE rules for you to know for the upcoming exam. You should expect to see some of
these concepts directly re-tested on the upcoming MBE.

(5) Review the built-in MEE issue statements.  This outline contains MEE issue statements for the NCBE MEE
questions released between 2008-2015. I regard these as the most important MEE rules to know for the
upcoming exam. Keep in mind that topics tested on the MEE that pertain to MBE subjects are also tested on the
MBE (especially with Civil Procedure) so knowing these MEE issues will help you not only on the MEE, but
also on the MBE. The issues are color coded, so you know the result after you read the issue question. This color
coding is designed to enable you to study more efficiently by seeing the answer in color. If the answer to the
issue is in the Affirmative, the answer appears in GREEN. If the answer to the issue is in the Negative, the
answer appears in RED. If the answer to the issue is neutral or cannot be answered definitively, the answer
appears in BLUE. For example:

THE ANSWER TO THE ISSUE IS AFFIRMATIVE:
2015-FEB-Q5-P2: (35%) Are two corporations diverse for purposes of federal jurisdiction when they are
incorporated and headquartered in different states but their main facilities are located in the same state, which is
also the state of incorporation of one of the businesses? The District Court has diversity jurisdiction over
MedForms’s breach of contract claim because the amount in controversy exceeds $75,000 and MedForms and the
company are citizens of different states.
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THE ANSWER TO THE ISSUE IS NEGATIVE:
2015-FEB-Q5-P2: (35%) Are two corporations diverse for purposes of federal jurisdiction when they are
incorporated and headquartered in different states but their main facilities are located in the same state, which is
also the state of incorporation of one of the businesses? The District Court has diversity jurisdiction over
MedForms’s breach of contract claim because the amount in controversy exceeds $75,000 and MedForms and the
company are citizens of different states.

NO ANSWER, NEUTRAL ANSWER:
2015-FEB-Q1-P1: (30%) Is the driver an independent contractor or an employee of the store? Although the store
characterized the driver as an independent contractor, the store had the right to control his conduct and thus the
driver was an employee of the store.

If you have difficulty understanding an MEE issue, you should click on the issue link to read the full answer
explanation. The hyperlinks to the MEE answers are available to give you insight into the analysis involved with
each question (what facts are used and discussed). To go to the full MEE answer, simply press the CTRL key
and click on the hyperlinked issue prefix (e.g. 2015-FEB-Q1-P1). Make sure that the SEPERAC MEE
MASTER RELEASED ANSWER COMPILATION document is in the same folder as the UBE MASTER
outline. There are hyper-links for 500+ MEE issues.

(6) Use the MEE Topic Summaries links if you don’t fully understand a category topic. For the MBE/MEE
categories that have been tested on the MEE, there is an MEE Topic Summaries section. For example, a header
for a section appears as follows:

MEE Topic_Summaries: Jurisdiction – Federal SMJ

These headings are hyperlinked. This means if you press CTRL and click on the link, you will be taken to the
appropriate topic summary in the SEPERAC MEE MASTER TOPIC SUMMARIES document (make sure to
have this document in the same folder as the UBE MASTER outline).

(7) Make sure to read the MBE, MEE, and MPT Strategy pages on the subscription site and download the Exam
Strategies Sheet that is released about one week before the exam.

DISCLAIMER
This is advice and opinion based on my analysis of tested exam topics. The information contained on this site is
by no means a replacement for common sense, studying and hard work. No representation is made that any
answer is correct or identifies or correctly responds to all of the issues raised by the corresponding question. The
analysis is deemed accurate and reliable, but no warranties are being made, including, but not limited to
typographical errors. In addition, please keep in mind that past performance is not indicative of future results.

POST-EXAM
There is a post-exam questionnaire for subscribers:
http://seperac.com/postexamform.php

If you take the exam and think you may not have passed, filling out this form immediately after you take the
exam (while the information is still fresh in your mind) can help you later. For example, using this information, I
track the key details of your attempt, so if you later find that you failed the exam, I will try to match your
responses/statistics to whoever previously submitted the most comparable details (and later passed) to give you
their advice on what worked for them. This input from examinees also gives me a better understanding of the
effectiveness of my advice/priorities along with information on the exam itself.

http://seperac.com/postexamform.php
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CivPro: Cat I: Jurisdiction (A. Federal SMJ) – MBE: 1-2 Qs – MEE: 40/46 exams (87%) Avg Pts: 30 – FEB 2018
MBE-MEE PRIORITY: HIGH – REVIEW: ONCE A WEEK

1. Overview
a. Jurisdiction – the power of a court to adjudicate particular types of claims
b. To initiate a lawsuit against a defendant, there must be (1) subject matter jurisdiction (SMJ); (2) personal jurisdiction

(PJ); and (3) service of process/notice.
(i) Any person (including the court) can raise challenges to SMJ at any time (if a case is improperly brought before the

court, it is being heard in violation of the Constitution and can be dismissed at any time, even on appeal).
(ii) Even if fed court makes a mistaken judgment on SMJ or a party fails to challenge SMJ, it does not waive the inquiry

(i.e. you can always object to SMJ).

HYPO: D answers the complaint denying the allegations of negligence but admitting the court’s SMJ. A year later, D moves to
dismiss the complaint for lack of SMJ – the motion must be considered on the merits, even if it was raised a year after D
answered and admitted jurisdiction.

c. Fed courts are courts of limited jurisdiction and can entertain only certain types of suits – the 2 main types of fed court
cases: (1) Fed question; OR (2) Diversity (including alienage)

2. Federal Question (FQ) – Art III permits fed cts to hear all cases arising under laws of the US Constitution
a. If a claim turns on a substantial question of federal law than subject matter jurisdiction exists

(i) Complaint must show a substantial federal right or interest (e.g. US Constitution, federal statute/regulation, US
treaty, federal interest) – citizenship is irrelevant, & there’s NO amount in controversy requirement because P is
alleging a fed right

(ii) Well-pleaded complaint rule – the federal question must be asserted in the complaint – ask whether P is enforcing a
fed right. D’s claims in answer or counterclaim are irrelevant.

HYPO: If Seperac Bar Review, a small in-state business, sues a large in-state company in fed court for engaging in unfair and
anti-competitive business practices under federal antitrust laws, it is proper under FQ jux.

b. BUT if the federal law in question does not provide a remedy and was not intended to provide a claim, then no FQ jux
(e.g. Negligence claim based on violation of FDA regulation)

c. Some FQ cases have exclusive fed jurisdiction (e.g. patent infringement, fed securities laws, etc.)
d. If state law creates a cause of action, fed court can still exercise FQ jux if the complaint raises a real and substantial issue

of fed law & the outcome necessarily depends on resolving this fed issue.
3. Diversity – Amount in controversy must exceed 75K, AND the action must be between (i) citizens of different state, OR (ii)

a citizen of a state & a citizen or subject of a foreign country (“alien”)
a. Complete diversity rule – there is no diversity of citizenship if any P is a citizen of the same state as any D (though,

there can be co-Ps or co-Ds from the same state)
(a) Test for diversity when the case is filed – subsequent change in a party’s citizenship is irrelevant

HYPO: P (NY) wants to sue D (NY) in fed court, so he moves to Connecticut & sues under diversity jurisdiction – diversity
depends on when P’s intent to domicile in Connecticut is fixed (e.g. if P moves back to NY after filing the complaint, the court
can conclude that P never intended to stay in his new home in the first place, and find that both parties were domiciliaries of
the same state at the time of filing).

b. Individuals – citizen if domiciled in a state, which is established by 2 concurrent factors:
(i) Presence in state at some point WITH
(ii) Intent (subjective) to make it a permanent or fixed home

(a) NOTE – an alien admitted to the US for permanent residence is treated as a citizen of the state in which he is
domiciled

(b) An American domiciled in France is not a citizen of a U.S. state (because not domiciled)
(c) Determining domicile is primarily a finding of fact, which means it can be reversed on appeal if it is clearly

erroneous.
c. Corporations – citizenship equals: (i) all states where incorporated, AND (ii) the one state where the company has its

principal place of business (PPB) (a corp, unlike a natural person, can be a citizen of more than one state at a time)
(i) PPB is determined in 2 ways – (i) nerve center (headquarters – where decisions are made) & (ii) muscle center

(major production or service activity)
(ii) Generally, courts consider nerve center as the PPB

d. Unincorporated associations (e.g. partnership, labor union, etc.) – look to the citizenship/domicile of all members (for
partnerships, that includes general & limited partners; so a partnership can be a citizen of all 50 states), so if any partner
lives in the same state as the other party, diversity is defeated
(i) NOTE – LLC treated as unincorporated association so LLC is citizen of all states its members are citizens
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e. Decedents, minors, & incompetents – look to their citizenship, NOT the citizenship of their representative
(i) the legal representative is deemed to be a citizen only of the same state as the decedent/infant/incompetent
(ii) You can’t create diversity by appointing a representative who has a different citizenship than the

decedent/infant/incompetent

HYPO: If a person tries to create diversity by appointing an executor who has different state citizenship than the decedent, this
will fail b/c SMJ will be based on the domicile of the decedent.

4. Amount in controversy
a. Good faith allegation that the claim in the complaint exceeds 75K (e.g. 75,000.00 is NOT OK but 75,000.01 is OK) –

unless it is “clear to a legal certainty” that P cannot recover more than 75K (e.g. P must exclude punitive damages in a
K claim, BUT P can overcome legal certainty requirement by including punitive damages with a tort claim)

– NOTE: if P ultimately recovers less than 75K, jurisdiction is OK, but he may be liable for costs
b. Aggregation – Allowed where P must add 2 or more claims to meet the amount in controversy requirement; as long as

there’s 1 P & 1D, P can combine the claims, even if they’re totally unrelated, BUT NOT allowed when two or more P’s
have two claims against two or more D’s.

c. Valuing injunctions – equitable Relief is allowed if the injunctive relief is worth $75,001 or more; there is a split of
authority (argue both ways):
(i) Majority view (P’s viewpoint) – does the encroachment hurt P by more than 75K?
(ii) Minority view (D’s viewpoint) – would it cost D more than 75K to comply w/the injunction?

5. Exclusions – even if diversity of citizenship is met, fed courts will NOT hear cases involving:
a. Issuance of a divorce; alimony or child custody decrees; probate a decedent’s estate
– EXCEPT: Fed courts have jux to entertain suits in favor of claimants against a decedent's estate to establish their

claims, so long as the fed court does not interfere with the probate proceedings
b. Collusion – no subject matter jurisdiction when diversity “has been improperly or collusively made or joined to invoke

jurisdiction” (watch for an assignment to create diversity)
6. Supplemental Jurisdiction – includes jux over any claims related to the claims in a case which form the same case or

controversy (including joinder or intervention of claims).
a. For every single claim joined in fed court, must have its own basis of subject matter jurisdiction

(i) Always ask whether a claim is supported by diversity/alienage OR FQ jurisdiction –
(ii) If not, try supplemental jurisdiction

(a) NOTE: In a pure diversity case, P cannot use SJ to overcome a lack of diversity.
b. Allows fed court to entertain claims over which it would have no independent basis – MUST have at least ONE claim

that satisfies diversity/alienage or FQ, so the case is in fed court:
(i) Claims must arise from a common nucleus of operative fact (i.e. the same transaction/occurrence)
(ii) If court has SMJ based only on diversity, complete diversity MUST be continued for all counterclaims against 3rd

parties.
– EXAMPLE: A cross-claim that arises out of the same transaction/occurrence may be asserted by one D against

another D without regard to the amt in controversy or citizenship of the parties to the cross-claim as long as the court
has SMJ.

(iii) In diversity actions, if one P satisfies the 75k amt in controversy, ct may exercise supplemental jurisdiction over
related claims by other Ps, even if those claims are for less than 75k

HYPO: If P1 from State A sues manufacturer from State B in fed ct seeking 76k in damages for fraud, P2 from State A can
join the action even if P2 is seeking only 40k in damages against D.

(iv) Court’s discretion – even if the supplemental jurisdiction requirements are satisfied, the court has discretion NOT to
hear the supplemental claim if:
(a) FQ is dismissed early in the proceedings (usually before trial); OR
(b) State law claim is complex or state law issues would predominate

c. Two Types of Supplemental Jux
(i) “Pendent” – claims joined by P ONLY in a FQ case (do not care if a different party is involved)
(ii) “Ancillary” – claims joined by Anyone BUT Plaintiff in any kind of case (diversity or FQ)

d. Statute of limitations – is tolled while (i) the supplemental claim is pending; OR (ii) for a period of 30days after its
dismissal (unless state law provides for a longer tolling period).

7. Removal – One-Way Street – D can only remove a pending state court action to federal court
a. Allows Ds ONLY to have case, first filed in state court, to “remove” (i.e. transfer) to the fed court embracing the state ct

where originally filed (e.g. case in NY Supreme Ct in Manhattan goes to SDNY)
(i) If case originates in fed court, there is no ability for D to remove case from fed ct to state ct.

b. General test – case is removable if there’s fed subject matter jurisdiction (diversity and FQ jux)
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(i) Unanimity of Ds: If multiple Ds, all Ds must agree to remove, BUT a single D can remove if there is a separate and
independent federal claim against the D.

(ii) P CANNOT REMOVE even if D counterclaims against P (making P the D on the counterclaim)
c. Special rules for diversity cases ONLY (not FQ cases)

(i) NO removal if any D is citizen of the forum where P brings the case (e.g. if there are 2 Ds, and D1 resides in the
forum state, D2 cannot remove)

HYPO: P from State X sues D1 from State Y and D2 from State Z in State Z court for $200k; the case cannot be removed to
fed ct because D2 is from State Z.

(ii) NO removal more than 1 year after case has been filed in state court
d. Timing – must remove within 30 days of service of process of the first removable pleading, OR D can file notice of

removal within 30 days of service of an amended pleading, motion, order, or other court paper that shows that a non-
removable case is in fact removable

e. Procedure – Removal petition is typically filed before D files either an answer to the complaint or motion to dismiss. D
must file notice of removal (it’s not a motion) in fed court, setting forth grounds of removal; sign it (Rule 11); attach all
docs served on D in the state action & copy to all adverse parties.
(i) Answer – if no answer was filed by D prior to petition for removal, D must answer within the longest of: (i) 21 days

after receiving initial pleading; (ii) 21 days after service of initial pleading; or (iii) 7 days after notice of removal is
filed.

(ii) If removal is improper – P must move to remand to state court; within 30 days if based on a defect other than
subject matter jurisdiction (FQ never waived).

(iii) Court must remand anytime it finds there is no fed jurisdiction
f. Waiving the right to remove:

(i) D who files a permissive counterclaim in state court probably waives the right to remove
(ii) D who files a compulsory counterclaim in state court probably does NOT waive the right to remove

Seperac Rules for NCBE MBE Issues Tested on Jurisdiction – Federal SMJ

• If a claim asserts federal trademark infringement, it arises under federal law and subject-matter jurisdiction is proper as a
general federal-question action. (IB15-1)
• An individual defendant may not be served by delivering process to a third party found at the defendant's place of
employment. (IB15-2)

MEE Topic Summaries: Jurisdiction – Federal SMJ

2015-JUL-Q2-P3: (20%) Does a federal district court have subject-matter jurisdiction over a complaint that seeks
damages from a defendant for making false or misleading statements committed in violation of a federal statute? The
federal district court has subject-matter jurisdiction over the woman’s claim because it arises under a federal statute.
2015-FEB-Q5-P2: (35%) Are two corporations diverse for purposes of federal jurisdiction when they are incorporated
and headquartered in different states but their main facilities are located in the same state, which is also the state of
incorporation of one of the businesses? The District Court has diversity jurisdiction over MedForms’s breach of
contract claim because the amount in controversy exceeds $75,000 and MedForms and the company are citizens of
different states.
2013-JUL-Q1-P1: (10%) What requirements must be met for a federal court to have jurisdiction in a case based on
diversity? A federal court has jurisdiction of a complaint based on state law if the amount in controversy exceeds
$75,000 and there is complete diversity between the parties. Here, the amount-in-controversy requirement is satisfied.
2013-JUL-Q1-P2: (35%) For purposes of diversity jurisdiction, is the woman a citizen of State B, where she maintains a
home and conducts her farming business, or of State A, where she has lived for most of her life and to which she returns
for several months each year, and which she calls “home”? The woman is probably a citizen of State A. But an
argument can be made that she has acquired a new domicile in State B and therefore has become a citizen of State B.
2013-JUL-Q1-P3: (25%) For purposes of diversity jurisdiction, is the distributor a citizen of State A (where it has its
food processing, warehousing, and distribution facilities), State B (where it has its corporate headquarters), and/or
State C (where it is incorporated)? The distributor is a citizen of both State C, where it is incorporated, and State B,
where it has its principal place of business (i.e., where its corporate headquarters are located).
2012-FEB-Q7-P1: (30%) Does a federal court have removal jurisdiction when the parties to the state action are diverse,
the amount in controversy exceeds $75,000, and the defendant is not from the state where the action was originally
filed? It was proper to remove the action from a state court in State A to the federal court in State A because that
federal court would have had diversity jurisdiction over the case had it been filed there originally.
2011-FEB-Q8-P3: (20%) Does a federal district court have independent subject-matter jurisdiction over a state law
cross-claim for $20,000 between two defendants who are citizens of the same state? A federal district court would not
have independent subject-matter jurisdiction over a state law cross-claim for $20,000 between two defendants who are
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citizens of the same state because the claim does not arise under federal law, the claimants are not diverse, and the
amount-in-controversy requirement for diversity cases is not satisfied.
2011-FEB-Q8-P4: (20%) Does a federal district court have supplemental subject-matter jurisdiction over a state law
cross-claim for $20,000 between two defendants who are citizens of the same state? A federal district court would have
supplemental subject-matter jurisdiction over a state law cross-claim for $20,000 between citizens of the same state as
long as it is so related to the plaintiff’s claim against the defendants, of which the court has original jurisdiction, that
the claims form part of the “same case or controversy” under Article III of the Constitution.
2010-JUL-Q7-P2: (35%) Does a federal district court have diversity jurisdiction when the plaintiff previously was
domiciled in the defendant’s state of citizenship and still returns there about once a month, but has moved to another
state to work and may intend to stay there permanently? Credit Union is a citizen of State A. As a result, complete
diversity will exist if Paul is a domiciliary of State B. However, it is uncertain whether Paul is a domiciliary of State B or
is still a domiciliary of State A. If Paul is a State B domiciliary, then there is diversity jurisdiction; Paul’s claim satisfies
the amount-in-controversy requirement.
2010-JUL-Q7-P3: (30%) Does a federal district court have federal-question jurisdiction over a lawsuit when the
plaintiff’s complaint refers to a potentially relevant federal statute but denies the applicability of the statute? Paul’s
assertion of a defense to the possible applicability of a federal statute does not create federal-question jurisdiction.
2010-FEB-Q6-P1: (35%) Does a federal district court have diversity jurisdiction over an action between a plaintiff
domiciled in one state and three defendants who are domiciled in another state when one of the defendants is a
permanent resident alien and not a U.S. citizen? The federal district court has diversity jurisdiction to hear these
breach-of-contract claims because complete diversity of citizenship exists between the plaintiff and all of the defendants,
and the amount-in-controversy requirement is met.
2010-FEB-Q6-P2: (30%) Does a federal district court have diversity jurisdiction over a case that arises out of a
surrogacy agreement but does not seek a divorce, alimony, or child custody decree? Under the domestic relations
exception, federal courts do not have authority to issue divorce, alimony, and child custody decrees. Here, the district
court would retain jurisdiction to adjudicate the plaintiff’s claims, because they raise contractual questions.
2009-JUL-Q6-P1: (15%) What steps must be taken to effect removal from state to federal court? The defendant begins
the process of removal by filing a notice of removal in the federal court “for the district and division within which the
state court action is pending.” Removal is then accomplished by giving notice of the filing to all adverse parties and
filing a copy of the notice of removal with the state court.
2009-JUL-Q6-P3: (50%) If Ann’s and Bill’s claims remain joined, will the federal court have jurisdiction over the case?
The federal court will have subject matter jurisdiction over the removed case because Ann’s claim is within the
diversity jurisdiction of the court and Bill’s claim, although it does not satisfy the amount-in-controversy requirement
for diversity jurisdiction, is within the federal court’s supplemental jurisdiction.
2008-JUL-Q5-P3: (30%) Does a federal court have jurisdiction over a defendant’s state-law counterclaim when that
counterclaim is for less than $75,000 but is related to the plaintiff’s original claim? The federal district court likely
would have jurisdiction to hear the counterclaim under the supplemental jurisdiction statute, 28 U.S.C. § 1367, as long
as the counterclaim for failure to pay the check and the plaintiff’s claim for negligence form part of the same case for
purposes of the case-or-controversy requirement of Article III.

CivPro: Cat I: Jurisdiction (B. Personal jurisdiction) – MBE: 1-2 Qs – MEE: 10/46 exams (22%) Avg Pts: 30 –
FEB 2018 MBE-MEE PRIORITY: HIGH – REVIEW: ONCE A WEEK

1. Overview
a. Q of geography and due process – can P sue in state without violating due process?
b. A court cannot hear a case unless it has “personal" or "territorial" jurisdiction over the parties to a suit:

(i) by filing a lawsuit, P voluntarily submits to the court's personal jux
(ii) Fed court must have personal jux (PJ) over D, just as a state court must (if so, the judgment follows D and can be

enforced in any state under full faith and credit).
c. A court has PJ over D only if it can establish a valid connection between D and the state (a nexus). PJ over D depends

on:
(i) D being properly served with the complaint and summons; AND
(ii) D having sufficient ties to the state in which the lawsuit was filed.

d. If D does not challenge the court's personal jux over him, D is deemed to have consented to that court's determination of
his rights/obligations.

2. In-state PJ – courts have jurisdiction over anything within their borders. For example, PJ exists:
a. If D is an individual who resides or works in the state;
b. If D is a business incorporated in the state or has its principal place of business in the state


